IDEA # 7

Mapoutmyshopping.com

If anyone wants to make this, I would but, seriously the amount of time it would take to set this up. I just
really am way too busy to get this started. The idea is this...
It's kind of like map quest for food shopping. You go around to every shopping place, and create a
database and map of where all the food is (for most stores this will be the same because generally the
layout for most food shopping venues is pretty similar). Then you create a program that will allow
people to visit a web site, put in their zip code and food store that they will be shopping at and then
upload their shopping list. Then the program calculates the most efficient manner of gathering the
items. It will take you from when you enter the store, and then he order of items you should purchase,
like buying the frozen/cold items last, and also taking into account which items to put in your cart in
what order as to take them out of the cart to scan them. It will ask questions such as, what type of cart,
mini cart, or basket you are using, will you be doing self check out, or how likely are you to deviate from
the shopping list so that it can leave extra space in the cart for you impulse shopper's out there.
Some other cool features would be the ability to save shopping lists, analyze what you buy and make
recommendations on that think like last.fm but for food shopping. It would even know the sales that
are going on at different stores so that it could tell you to buy these items at this store, and those items
at another. Some other spin off ideas are mapping out mall shopping, or mapping out shopping at
outlets.
If you’re a pimp there’s also map out my ho’s. That’s more of a hooker management software. Allows
you to delegate which ho has which corner’s which nights and from when to when.

